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´Nixon stimulus`sent to the limbic system 



´Nixon stimulus`sent to the limbic system, from which feedbac loopes 
will leed back to the early visual centres to reinforse the ´Nixon 
module`, which turns the ´Nixon stimulus` into a ´Nixon super 
stimulus`.  



The artist has here created what Ramachandran will designate  a «super 
stimulus» of female beauty and sexuality.  This super stimulus captures 
the rasa of feminine pose and grace which  will tap into the limbic 
system of the beholder resulting in an emotional response. 





































The face and the eyes as «superstimulus». Cubism, here Picasso 







Ramachandran: «Perhaps some movements in the history of art can be 
understood as driven by a logic of peak shift: the new art form finds 
and amplifies the essence of a previous one (sometimes many years 
previous, in the case of Picasso and African art). 































Isolating a single module leads to allocating attention 













Nadia 4 years old Leonardo da Vinci Normal child drawing, 5 years old 



Nadia has an extraordinary ability to deploy all attentional sources to  
the ´visual form representation channel`enabling her to grasp the 
horse module and representing it a la Leonardo. 













Marmor av typen cipolla plassert symmetrisk.  Hagia Sofia, Istanbul.  
Foto B. Kiilerich 







Villa Rotonda, Vicenza 1566 



















Song of Songs 





beauty – goodness – trustworthy/truth Afrodite of Knidos 



Christ, Museo Nazionale, Rome,  
c. A.D. 380 
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